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ith one of the most diverse
cover band repertoires, The
Black Ties perform any genre
and music style to cater to your event.
Styled to perfection and always dressed
to the nines, The Black Ties add class
and finesse to the stage. With your great
venue and a live band or backing track
option to provide the music, an evening
with The Black Ties promises to be a
night filled with fun and entertainment
for all. With a penchant for old world
charm and an eye for contemporary
trends, The Black Ties bring the best of
both worlds to your stage or dance floor.
Chad Saaiman, Lloyd Jansen and
Keeno Lee have been performing together for 10 years and have formed a
bond and brotherhood that creates the
chemistry, banter and synchronization that The Black Ties are known for.
CHAD SAAIMAN

With experience performing on stages in Spain, Thailand, Seychelles and
throughout South Africa, the boys rise to
any occasion. From touring with American R&B Star Tevin Campbell in 2016,
to UK star Phil Fearon, to touring with
Brian McKnight for his SA Tour in 2015,
to performing to a sold-out Cape Town
Stadium for the HSBC Rugby Sevens
2016, The Black Ties are always entertaining, and always having fun. With
great success in the corporate event
space delivering stellar performances to corporations such as Vodacom,
FNB, Maserati, et al. – the guys have
also more recently graced several festival stages around SA and have created
more demand in that sphere for 2017.

LLOYD JANSEN

With SAMA Nominations and Metro FM Awards between them, they
have created a strong following and
these three musical talents combine
to form a dynamic and thoroughly enjoyable unit. No venue is too big
to be intimate or too small to be fun
when the atmosphere, the energy and
above all, the music is, well, just right.
We look forward to seeing you at our
table when The Black Ties perform. If
you are a business or entertainment
venue and would like to book The
Black Ties for your next event, please
make contact using the information
below. With clients from small restaurants to big business, we know how
to ensure that your staff or patrons
enjoy the time they spend with us.
KEENO LEE

Keri Davids, BP.

“

“

Last but not least, (Thank you) to the Black
Ties and their band For their five star, premium delivery. This was history in the making
for us, as according to a few staff members
that have been with BP for a few years, this
was the first time that they got such a crowd
dancing. The energy, presence, bespoke entertainment is memorable. And huge Thank
you for not ruining Earth, wind and fire! They
were fantastic.

Live

THE BLACK TIES PERFORM ‘UPTOWN FUNK’

THE BLACK TIES PERFORM ‘CAN’T STOP THE FEELING’

We look forward to hearing from you soon!

bookings@stereotypetalent.co.za
twitter.com/theblackties_sa

instagram.com/theblackties_sa

facebook.com/theblacktiessa

